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Monday, March 13
8: 30-4:00 p.m.
l :00-4:00 p.m.
6:00-9 :30 p.m.

Lever Brothers
Group Dynamics
Alpha Xi Delta Meeting

Payson Smith * 100
Student Union 94 Bedford
Hastings Formal· Lounge

Tuesday, March 14
8:20-4:00 p.m.
9:00-4:00 p.m.
1 :00-2:00 p.m.
2:00-5:00 p.m.
5:00-6 :30 p.m.
5:30-9 :00 p.m.
7:00-9 :00 p.m.
7:00p.m.

Grants
Friendly Icecream
UMPG Business Oub
Orientation Committee Interviews
Dinner, Omega Zeta Chi ·
Phi Mu Meeting
Open House Special
Films : "The Structure of·
Nature" & "Synergy"

Payson Smith *100
Payson Smith * I 21
Luther Bonney *410
Student Center Conference
Room - Gorham
Faculty Dining Room , Gorham·
Hastings formal Lounge
Student Union 94 Bedford
Bailey Hall * 10

Inter Sorority Council

4:00-6 :00 p.m.

Inter Varsity Christian
Fellowship ·
Resident Student Gov' t

· . 6:00 p.m.

6:00-10:00 p.m. Alpha Xi Delta Meeting
7:00-8: 30 p.m. Inter Varsity Christian
Fellowship

·student Center Conference
Room - Gorham
Student Union 94 Bedford
Student Center Conference
Room - Gorham
Bailey Hall * l 03
Hastings Formal Lounge

Thrusday, March 16
9:00-4:00 p.m.

Vista

ll :00-12:30p.m. Social Welfare Lab b
2: 00-4 :30 p.m. Seminar Class
6:00p.m.
Omega Zeta Chi Meeting
6:00-10 :00 p.m. Alpha Xi Delta Meeting
6:30-9: 00 p.m. Omega Zeta Chi Meeting
7:00-10:30 p.m. Religious Organization
Meeting
7:30 p.m.
Movie : " Point Blank"

3:00 p.m.

5:30-6:30 p.m.

SAC Appropreations Committee Meeting
Student Affairs Committee
Meeting
" Right to Read" Conference

7:30 p.m.

Play " Morathon"

3:45 p.m.

Luther Bonney *209
Luther Bonney *209
Presidential Dining Room
Gorham
Luther Bonney Auditorium

R. Buckminister Fuller
1HE \\ORLD GAME OR IN.SIDE BUCKY'S HEAD SERIES
SI'ARlS

nns

WEEK ON 1HE GORHAM CAMPUS.

SEE

PAGE 2 FOR 1HE FII.M LISl1N03 ON DAffS AND

Wednesday, March 15
3:30 p.m.

1

Friday , March 17

Cafeteria Conference Room
Portland
Studen t Union 94 Bedford
Student Union 94 Bedford
Student Center Coffeehouse
Bailey Hall * 103
Hastings Formal Lounge
Bailey Hall *408
Bailey Auditorium

I.OCA110N OF 1HE SHC1MNCR

.Ol3i~~v~~

university of maine at
portl911d-gorhain
gorham, maine 04038

Editor - in - chief

Paul Whitmore

Executive Editor
Sports Editor
Layout Editor
Advertising Manager
Photographer _
Typist

Bernie Cowan
Larry Haag
Ray Lund
Harry Clifford
Tim Coleman
Barbara Alloway

Columnists : Alex Holt, Tim Coleman, Peter Cates,
Charlie Swett, Kathy Swett, Sue Brewer,
Critics: Mike Fitzpatrick, Dave Javor, Bill Wood

ONLY YOU CAN SET YOURSELF FREE

i· ····· -·. ···•-··~··•·" •·---~·· -~i

in fact; his sparse prose is a delight to read; the intri- than is usually the case for collections of this type,
plots he contrives (but not really) are so amazingly well adding up to an intensely rewarding document and a
wrought and completely functional; and finally his genuine value for themoney.
characters ,. which are character not steiotypes, are
drawn in some equally precise dialogue.

-··-···t"

He is steeped in the atmosphere of the California Affluence that Nathanial West so devastatingly portraited
in Day Of The Locust, the enviroment where the smog
rolls in and the American Dream , in its full glory ,
sours; and everyone is a freak. His hero, private eye
Lew Archer, is not the Sam Spade-Mike Hammer tough
guy, but rather a strikingly humane fellow resolute in
trying to help unravel the mess that people seem to
have made of their lives.
The story centers around the murder of a man, Stanley Broadhurst, during a sweeping fore in the foot hills
Treehouse Players will end their season with
of Los Angeles and frames it like one of Dante's tales
John Gay's The Beggar's Opera, under the direction of
from the Inferno. Archer is drawn into the affair by
series of 10 Films: 30 minutes each, 2 Films per
Walter Stump.
his attachment to a small boy, Broadhurst's son, who is showing will be shown 7:30 p.m., March 14th and 28th
As the first ballad opera, Beggar's Opera can be cited
alledgedly kidnapped by a would-be suspect, a speed~ & 25th in room *10 Bailey Hall (Auditorium) UMPGas the forerunner of today's musical comedy. It has
freak, and his run-away girlfriend.
Gorham Campus. Admission is free and everyone is inentertained audiences since its first performance in
Archer pieces together the events of the murder 'on vited.
London in 1728. Through Brertall Brecht and Kurt
the mountain' as the list of suspects lengthens. He dis- Sponsored By:
Weill, the play has lived on in a modernized version
covers
threads that in tangle al1 the characters involved,
Departments of:
(The Three Penny Opera) and melodies such as 'Mack
threatening
to strangl,e them all. He follows . the head
the Knife' have become famous . One of the most sigMathemat_ics
History
·
and his girl through a maze of crosses and double crossnificant things about Beggar's Opera is that it was the
es
and
other
shady
dealings.
The
buried
skeletons
pile
Geography
&
Anthropology
most successfull of the early attempts to interest the
up
(
two
bodies
are
uncovered
along
the
way)
until
the
,
.
.
_
___
Theatre-Speech
middle-class ballad airs.
murder is "solved" and the young boy is back with his
Industrial Arts
The play itself is a political satire based on the King's
·
parents:
but
nothing
is
solved
Audio-Visual
administration, especially England's first · prime minisparents: but nothing is resolved. This is part of MacEducational Foundations
ter, Sir Robert Walpole. Gay's apparent hostility
donald's
powerful
statement
on
the
American
Tragedy.
Schools
of:
stemmed from the fact that he had been offered a lowContinuing
Education Division
The
Underground
Man,
the
book's
back
cover
iner royal appointment than he had expected from
General
&
Interqiscipunary
Studies (Scogis)
forms
me,
is
the
latest
offering
in
a
series
of
the
Lew
George II. In anger, he refused this appointment. The
Archer
novels
which
includes
such
titles
as:
The
Zebraplay ridicules the Puritan bourgeoise sentimentalism
1. THE STRUCTURE OF NATURE
Striped Hearse, The Way People Die, The Name Is Ar- March 14,
which had introduced a very emotional type of drama
or
"I'm Going to Take You to Breakfast
to the threatre. Beggar's Opera also mocks the style of cher, and The Goodbye Look. And if these read half
Yesterday
Morning"
as · well as the novel reviewed, I feel prompted to read
Italian opera and indirectly Handel, who composed in
2.
SYNERGY
the rest of that series and recommend this book to
that style. The setting for the play is the prison disor "Nobody Can Throw a Straight Ball"
you:
it is choice reading.
trict of Newgate, England, where there had recently
March 28, 3. MORE WITHLESS
been a scandulous murder.
or "No Scientist Ever Looked at the PlumbAn amusing sidelight in the history of Beggar's Opera
. ing"
is the relationship between John Gay and John Rich,
4. MAN'S FUNCTION in the UNIVERSE
manager of the theatre where the play was first peror
"I'm Only Now Beginning to Under•'
'
formed. It was the most successfull production of
•'
stand
Waterfalls"
..
Rich's career · and it is said to have made "Rich gay and
'
'
,·
April 4,
5. FROM MATH TO TECHNOLOGY'
Gay rich".
❖-~
or "The Real Story of the Garden _of Eden"
The cast for the play has been selected and is now in
6. DESIGN ACHIEVEMENT
rehersal. The members of the cast jnclude:
or "When There~s Enough to go Around
Tom Derrah
Sally Derosier
People
Don't Organize to Fight"
by Peter Cates
Jim Derosier
Martha C. Whitten
April 18, 7. PLAYING WORLD GAME
Mike Johnson
Polly Howe
or "A Hundred Million Horses Going NoEd Chase
Bonnie Chapman
1. Led Zeppelin IV - Atlantic
where"
Dan West
Robin Lamb
First let me state one thing. I was abs?lutely
8. PLAYING WORLD GAME
Nick Netos
Karen Selberg
turned off by everything that this group ever did beor "How to Get Energy Without Using
Ron Colby
Peggy McAdam
fore this album. They epitomized the excesses of that
Things Up"
Debbie Le Shane
Karen Smith
lunatic fringe in the music world known as "heavy April 25, 9. PLAYING WORLD GAME
Charlene Rainha
Karen Hadverran
rock" (Grand Funk, Blue Cher, Black Sabbath) with
or "Getting Power to the People"
Tom Sauret
Debbie Hall
volume substituted for talent. Their sock-em-in-theI 0. WORLD GAME CAN WORK
Brenda Humphrey
bowels approach left me with nothing but a splitting
or "Polticians Will Yeild to the Computer"
The production of Beggar's Opera will run during the
headache, a queazy stomach and a general feeling of
second and third weeks in April at Russell Hall, UMPGhaving just been subjected to a week of TV dinners and
Gorham campus.
McDonald's hamburgers.
This new release is a complete surprise. They have
lowered their arrips, beefed up their writing and revamped their entire approach to rock. No individual
Portland
_Q.9r_h~!IJ.cuts stand out. What we have is an hour of the most
cascading, quixotic music to be found on any album reSat. March 18
8 -1 ;30
Closed
by Charles Swett
leased in the past few years and something to put on
the shelves next to the Kinks' "Muswell Hillbillies,"
Sun. March 19
·Closed
Closed
the Who's "Who's Next ," Johnny Winter's "And," and
the Stones's "Sticky Fingers" . All in all, everything
Mon.-Fri. 20-24
8 -5
8 -5
points to a more promising future for this group.
2. Greatest Folksingers of the Sixties - Various ArtSat. March 25
Closed
Closed

BEGGAR'S OPERA
ENDS SEASON
The

GAME
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Platter Perspective

CZ..ibrary ·C Jlours
(recess)

CEx ~ ibta

ists - Vanguard - VSD - 17/18.

The Underground Man, by Ross Macdonald. Bantam Books. $1.25. 249 pgs.

I, for one, am not a crime story buff.

Arthur Conan
Doyle's prose is as wooden as the Totem-pole gate of
Joe Friday (though I dig Basil Rathbones and Nigel
Bruce as Homes and Watson for a Saturday afternoon
movie on the tube). Earl Stanley Gardener is, I would
hope, a better lawyer than he is a writer, but I melt into hysterics .every· time I see Raymond Burr out of a
wh_eelchair, now; as for Ellery Queen, Agatha Christie
and the rest; forget it.
Ross Macdonald , as I discovered, is another writer,
completely. (Wh~n a detective novel gets front page review in The New York Times Sunday Review of Books,
it's gotta,have something ·goihg for it);
First of all, Macdon al d is a good novelist, a fine one

1

This prized intorduction to folk music of the past ten
years contains one release of studio material from Vanguard's catalog and a disc of highlights fr::im the Newport Folk Festival , including the first performances of
many ·artists now working for other labels. Among the
souvenirs of the latter nature include the debuts of
Jose Feliciano with an infectious "La Bamba," Judy
Collins (in a duet with Theodore Bike!) with the old
standard, "Greenland Whale Fisheries", Paul Butterfield Blues Band with a funky ",Mellow Down Easy"
and the Chambers Brothers with- a rather weak "I Got
It."
The studio ·recordings include fine renditions by Ian
and Sylvia, Country Joe and the Fish, Mississippi John
Hurt , and Richard and Mimi Farina of material which
can be safely included among the great moments of
folk music. The styles represented include jug-band
music, bluegrass,. white -blues; ·delta blues, gospel, and
pseudo-folk. Greater• taste in programming is shown

Sun. March 26

I -9

2 -11

Non-Tenured Profs
The U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Seventh Circuit has affirmed a District
Court decision that non-tenured professors
' are entitled to a hearing if a college or
university decides not to renew their contracts. The ruling, a landmark, was won by
the ACLU Foundation's Wisconsin Project
in the case of a professor whose only
"crime" was to criticize the administrati~n
at Oshkosh State University.

f'eq1her /s
,. corn,11 .~111

6aller-y
Photo Essay by Tim Colem~n

COUNTER-CULTURE

" ing west from the watertower with a camera and somebody who knew his way, I experienced a sense of wellbeing. An early morning sun coming through a cloudless sky was shining on the freshly fallen snow, making
it glitter. The air was crisp and fresh. It didn't hurt
your lungs. Back home, all an a.m. stroll would have
netted you was stench of the bus fumes, mingled with
the smells of the 7:30 shif taking up their places at a
nearby chemical plant.
Trudging through the deepest snow I've ever been in,
we climbed up a hill. Atop it, Gorham and the road to
Standish were spread out sceinicly before us. The closest thing I've ever seen to it previously had as its boundary an 8 by 10 frame. Now the set~ing had a border
of trees for as far as you could see. Walking a little further .we headed into the tree~. I took a last look at the
campus and then vanished sight and sound from the rest
. of the world.
What hit me was the silence. It was nearly total. About the only I have ever experienced like it was the
passage of a lonely night on guard duty in Vietnam .
Here , in the snow solitude, no TV sets or radios were
blaring. Nor were there any movies going on. Funny,
among the missing were some of the gadgets that at
times seem so indespensible for entertainment. Yet,
here I was enjoying myself with nothing but what was
here originally; here when the only electricity was
lightening.
My traveling friend must have guessed my train of
thought, for he wondered aloud if it was just like this
in the beginning. It surely was, except maybe for the
snowmobile track that I was standing in. I sincerely
hope that in X number of years I can come back and
find Sllowmobile tracks as the only presence of man. I
sincerely hope that in X number of years man hasn't
ruined these woods the way he's ruined a place on this .
earth called Philadelphia.
We walked and walked . Past beautiful snow covered

.
I

The

crash of rock music was missing, so was the roar
of a remembered party but for an hour I enjoyed myself. About the only sounds were the gently falling of
snow, the crunch of footsteps and once, the far away
bark of a dog. The entrance was only a short walk away yet the place was far removed from anything I had
ever known.
When you've spent the better part of your life in a
dirty, noisy section of North Philadelphia, your first
walk in some Maine woods makes an impression. Go-

PHOTOS by
TIM COLEMAN

'•

.

>

•

''

trees with the suns rays accentuating their lines. The
small tops of bushes looked frail and intricate sticking
up out of the snow. Up a hill and then down. Off one
trail and onto another. The panorama of a winter wonderland just kept coming.
It all ended with a final 1/8 mile trek through a corridor of snow that led out onto a road. We came back
by the towers and into a parking lot. Some guy and his
girl were just getting up after a night in the back of an
International Travel-All. At the entranc·e to Woodward, I paused to snap a picture of the cafeteria and
then closed the door on an hour spent in Maine.

· The
· CVoctor's

GJJag

'With three quarters of the academic year over, the
administration has made no positive moves to send a
student to Trenton State College next year. The exchange program between the Gorham and TrentJn
campuses has existed for years and should rightly continue. One of last year's exchange students from Trenton, Linda Mulhollem, who recently revisited Gorham ,
was dismayed by the administration's lack of action.
The administration is still deciding what department
should take care of this matter. The Housing department has done this in the past. We feel that it should
be taken over by a different department seriously interested in seeing the program continue.
The Trenton-Gorham exchange program has provided
many benefits to both the students who have participated in it as well as the general student bodies. An
ultimate result of the program is the development of
the individual. The exchange student gets the opportunity to take courses not offered at his school while
being exposed to a completely different environment.
Many lasting friendships have been made which, in
tum, affects the program and makes it a great success.
Trenton will send a student to Gorham next year.
If our administration does not take definite steps now
the program will die. We hope this does not happen
just because of the inaction on the part of our administrators. After all, they have made enough mistakes this
year already. We urge them not to make another.

Dear Sir,
Reference is made to the so-called "Open Letter to
McNeil" (sic), which was signed ·by Paul .Van Heme!
and printed in the February 28th issue of your paper.
The tone of this letter can only be characterized as intemperate; its intent can be seen as another in a series
of carefully-orchestrated aspersions upon the progress
of the merger. Despite Dr. Van Hemel's doubts, the
merger is proceeding very nicely, thank you. In the
coalescen£e ·of two institutions with essentially different assignments, there are inevitably to be found various difficulties and impediments. I believe that the
good will and forbearance of the faculty - qualities
not always displayed by some of iny Portland colleagues, I regretfully add - has been the single most
important factor in the implementation of this merger.
Dr. Van Hemel's short tenure at UMPG and his possible unfamiliarity with the status quo prior to the merger may very well be responsible for his somewhat injudicious references.
I note particulariy his rather
brusque call for "an explanation to the faculty" from
Dr. McNeil or his surr:>gate. No such explanation is
needed, in my view, if one takes the trouble to make a
few inquiries. The facts are that there were indeed, differing policies with respect to promotion and tenure at
GSC and UMP. That under the terms of the merger, no
one is to be penalised under its consequences; and that
faculty members, in good faith , can expect to be treated with ' equity. This does not mean - and I'm sure Dr.
Van Heme! realises it - that faculty members on the
two campuses will necessarily be considered in precisely the same manner on matters of appointment , reappointment , etc. There will - and must - inevitably be
a period of adjustment as policies and criteria are
meshed into a common grid.
I want to make clear that the implied rebuke of Dr.
Van Hemel's letter is not shared by many of his col leagues, some of whom are increasingly doubtful about
the altruistic motives behind these con tinuing derogatory commenti iibout the merger or t he Chancellor, or,
as in this case, about both.

Alan G. Smith

SONGS FOR SIGMUND
There's a new music - newer than Joni Mitchell , American Pie, the Taylor Family, a_nd Mrs. King's rock
Queen Carole.
There's a new neon-J.ighted music that makes Janis
Joplin seem like just another pretty voice and makes
- Frank Zappa the boy next door
This new multi-dimensional music is .gaining impetus
like the sound of umbilical cords snapping all round
the country.
In an era of environmental health, health foods and
mental health , it's only natural that there should be
Health Music.
Music often has been used as a means toward health.
For more than twenty years, psychologists have used
music as a tool in treatment of mentally handicapped
patients_ Opera is w~ll-known for its Mad Scenes. And
many songs - from Deutchland Uber Alles to On, Wisconsin - have provolf.ed an emotional reaction in their
listeners. But now, music is changing its time ,
Two new songwriters are writing creatively cathartic
music as they reveal and reveal through musically
"meaningful" experiences.
It all began about ·five years ago with Arthur Janov's
controversial Primal Scream therapy . Neurosis , Janov
saps, is frozen childhood pain. All neuroses are symptoms for releasing that Primal Pain, brouhgt about by
unfulfilling childhoo~ experiences relating to parents.
He points to a single cure : The neurotic person must
disman tie his defenses and return to where he made the
decisions to act out expectations of others rather than
his own feelings. Janov's theory is complex.but, briefly , the Primal patient must re-live pair). to remoye the
"curse" in order to understand his neurotic tensions.
Naturally, Mother and Father are an intregal part of
the therapy. The Primal patient is urged·to call out his
parents and, as he does so, the patient often begins
screaming long and sorrowful sobs, This is the Primal
Scream.
But now, Primal Scream Mothers and fathers have
found their way to the phonograph. Dr. Janov's bestknown patient is John Lennon, former Beatle. Lennon't latest two albums underscore his therapeutic involvements. In a song called "Mother," he musically
writhes in pain, screaming: "Mother, you had me, but I
never had you/ I wanted you, but you didn't want me ...
Good-byeee." He ends the album with a short and
snappy song to the tune of Three Blind Mice : "My
Mummy's dead/ I can't get it through my head/ I can' t
explain/ so much pain/ my Mummy's dead . "
In his album, Lennon has attempted to work out
his Mother Thing, yelling at and for her at the beginning of the record ...putting her to rest forever at the
end. There is a blurred photograph of Lennon as a
young boy on the album cover.
Dory Previn 's music of the same genre. When her
husband, Andre Previn, left her for Mia Farrow, Dory's
psyche cracked . She was institutionalized. "While I
was in the hospital ," she has said, "I started writing to
get some order out of chaos. What I've tried to do is
bring the madness out in the open."
And she's succeeded. Maybe too well. Her three albums contain more Mad Songs than all opera combined. In one song, she relives. her four-month long
sanitarium experience . But mostly she sings about her
parents.
" Damn you , Mother/ how I hate you/ you will never
know how deep/ I must cling till you release me/ I
could kill you in your sleep/ I would smile to watch
your life bl ood creep across your wretched hair yes,
of cou rse I love you, Mother/ I'll never leave you .. .l
swear."
But behind each element of Dory's mad ness is an
element of sadness that passes through the listener's
ears and straight to the heart.
This song is dedicated to her fa ther : "The telephone
rang/ my sister calling/ Dad is dead?/ when did it happen?/ six a.m. she said/ did he aske for me?/ what did
you say?/ never mind ...God is kind."
St>ngs . about parents have changed somewhat since
See the Right Line Cond on 5

QUESTION: Is it true that a person can get all of the
iron he needs by cooking at least one meal a day in an
iron skillet?
ANSWER: The odds are overwhelming that if you
cook one meal a day in an_iron ·skillet you will get
more than your minimum daily requirement of iron
However , you would also get tnore than your minimum
daily requirement of iron by cooking in an aluminum
skillet, an enamel pan, or any other suitable vessel since
the foods in a normal diet contain more than enough
iron to prevent iron deficiency. Iron is a key_element
in red blood cells and is also found in large amounts in
muscle , the liver, spleen, bone marrow and all sorts of
other places in the body. Ip. ancient Hindu medicine
the treatment of anemia (an inadequate volume of red
blood cells) consisted of feeding the patient iron powdered and mixed into oil, whey , vinegar, cow's urine,
and milk.
You might prefer the 17th century treatment which
consisted of iron or steel fiiings steeped in cold wine.
If either of these seem unappealing or inconvenient,
the following are recommended : high iron content
foods include organ meats such as liver and heart,
wheat germ , egg yolks, some beans and fruits. Muscle
meats, fish , fowl , green vegetables and most cereals also
contain generous amount of iron. Milk, milk products
and non green vegetables are low in iron.
The body has a complex system for conserving iron
so that this element is recycled continually. Loss oocurs mainly through sweating, hair, nails , in the feces
and urine, and menses in the woman. This loss is so
low that for a man, it is virtually impossible to develop
iron lack due to dietary deficiency. The woman can
develop iron deficiency anemia in circumstances
where she has closely spaced pregnancies, especially if
she breast feeds the babies. She can also become iron
deficient if she has very heavy menstrual bleeding orer .
a prolonged period of time . A man would generally de- ·
velop iron deficiency anemia if he underwent repeated
severe blood loss such as !:Heeding from an ulcer, or other source. In recognition of the added need for iron,
this element is administered along with vitamins to
most women during pregnancy.
It is worth emphasizing that any adult who rteeds
supple~ental iron on a regular basis also needs to see a .
physician to fmd out what is wrong'. The pandering of
over-the-counter iron preparations through jazzy TV
commercials indicating that everyone needs it, is. absurd and possibly dangerous from a medical point of
view. A person taking iron supplements may mask impo,tant symptons and fail to -receive adequate treatment for underlying blood loss or, in rare cases develop .
hemosiderosis, the accumulation of iron in organs.
Little children who ~re fed large amounts of formula
or bottle milk and do not have very much meat in their
diet. can very easily become iron deficient. Large amounts of iron are needed as the blood volume and
muscle mass increases rapidly as it does in infancy and
early childhood. The breast fed child gets adequate aamounts of iron from mother's milk.
QUESTION: My boyfriend and I heard of a different
way to have sex that consists of placing an ice cube in
the vagina and then having intercourse. Does the extreme cold cause any damage to the body?
ANSWER: Using an ice cube in the manner you describe should not cause any harm . I agree with you that
it does sound different buy I can't see any reason why
it would be better than the run-of-the-mill , non-aqueous, sexual intercourse which if performed well is
messy enough.
QUESTION: To help keep in good physical shape over the winter, I have been doing some jogging. However, I am concerned that the rapid and deep inhalation
of cold air might possibly be harmful to my lungs.
ANSWER: Vigorous physical exercise in cold weather
can put an added strain on your cardiovascular system
This is of special concern to older men and people who
are not in good physical condition. In fact, there have
been quite a large number of deaths due to jogging
when undertaken with excessive vigor by out-of-shape
men. If you have been jogging all along, you probably
run a greater risk of frost bite or slipping on the ice
than doing damage to your lungs, but all three problems can be remedied by running indoors.

~~WI
COMMENCENT
UMPG RECEIVES
COMMITTEE NAMES
$10,000
SPEAKER CHOICES
RESEARCH GRANT
At a recent meeting, the Commencement Committee The University of Maine at Portland-Gorham Repicked Senator Edward Kennedy as their first choice as
a speaker for commencement this spring. There were
numerous names presented to the committee of which
twenty-one were listed in a popular sequence.
The list included :
1. Senator Edward Kennedy
2. Gov. Nelson Rockefeller
3. David Brinkley
4. William Buckley
5. Senator Edward Brooke
6. Dr. Clark Kerr
7. Dr. Vernon Alden
8. Dr. Bok, Pres. of Harvard
9. Dr. Kingman Brewster
10. Mayor John Lindsey
11. Prime Minister Elliot Trudeau
12. Bill Clark, Ptl. Press Herald Column.
13. Dick Gregory
14. John Connolly
15. Senator George McGovern
16. Eugene McCarthy
17. Ralph Nadar
18. Gov. George Wallace
19. Henry Kissinger
20. Vice Pres. Sprio Agnew
21. Senator Birch Bayh

search Fund encourages and helps members of the University community initiate and carry out scholarly research which may be worthy of publication.
Grants are made to members of the University commenity for individual or group research. Funds are not
provided for projects which fulfill degree requirements.
Grants are not intended to supplement or replace departmental funds for teaching or research programs.
The University of Maine at Portland-Gorham Research Fund has $10,000 available for research grants
during the school year 1971-72. ·Although the Advisory Committee for Research may make exceptions for
unusually worthy projects, grants will not normally exceed $1,000. Since funds available to the Committee
are limited, requests should be restricted to those items
which have not been funded from other sources. An
itemized budget of research expenses with supporting
.xplanation is required with each proposal. No substantial deviation from itemized budgets of estimated
expenses may be made without prior permission.
r An abstract of the research proposal is required with
each application. A brief report summarizing results is
required at the end of this project year. These should
be suitable for publication as a committee report.
In reviewing applications for support, the Committee
considers the probable value of the research, the training and experience of the applicant, the extent of the
In other decisions, the committee agreed that gradu- applicant's preliminary investigation of his topic, the
ates would wear caps and gowns and that they would adequacy of available facilities and requested funding,
be the disposable type. Each graduate will pay the full and other support available to the applicant in the past.
• cost of the cap and gown to the bookstore.
The committee may interview an applicant about his
After limited discussion, it was decided that there project and solicit evaluation of his proposal by scholshould be faculty rather than student marshalls, since ars in the applicant's dicipline.
the former are more familiar 'with the procedure. ProFifteen copies of the application should be sent to:
fessor Miller agreed to serve as one marshal! and the Assistant Professor Allan Whitmore
Department of History
chairman will ask Professor Hopkinson if he will assist.
The committee decided to send a letter to all faculty 314 Luther Bonney Hall
and administrators urgi.n 'g the·m to ·attend ~nd partici~· . Portland C~pus. . . .
The deadline for receiving applications is Thursday,
pate in Commencement, and requesting that if they are
not attendjng they should so. notify a designated per- April 13, 1972. The Committee wilh announce its
grants on May 1, 1972, (Monday)
son on each campus.
Researchers can use their grants during the twelve
Music for graduation will be the UMPG Band if they
months
following the da_te of their awards.
are willing to perform. The benediction and invocation
will be given by Reverand Peppe.
Elected members of the Advisory Committee for Research are:
t
Robert Fontaine
student
Merle
Guay
graduate faaulty
1111
Gary
Hoyt
student
I
Barbara Haas
nursing .
GORI-IAM, MAINE
Ill
Merle Loper
law
TELEPHONE 839-4000 ·
Robert McMahon
business and economics
John Mitchell
graduate faculty
lliiil ffii.W11
Theodore Sottery
gradua~ -faculty
Paul Walker
education
Allan Whitmore
liberal arts
James Whitten
graduate faculty
~Fl:...&nilUU.
Ex officio Members of the Committee:
Walter Fridinger
Vice-Pres. for Public Service
Maurice Littlefield
Federal Grant Co-ordinator
William Macleod
Vice-Pres for i-\cademic Affairs
,ffl;t~~
.. .,,_AP, . . . .. . . Robert York
Dean of Graduate Studies
.

>LAYHOUSE THEATR
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~

For the first time in University of Maine history, faculty have been nominated to sit as voting members of
standing committees of the University Board of Trustees.
The action came at a meeting of Chancellor Donald
McNeil's newlyorganized Faculty Liaison Council on
March 7th. Student members of the committee will be
nominated by a comparable university-wide group.
Those nominated to serve until July, 1973, include
Orono Political Science Prof. Robert Thoms.0n to Education Policy-, Orono Ecbnomics Prof. John Coupe to

EXPLO '72

EXPLO '72, the Internation Student Congress on
Evangelism, will be the subject of a 20 minute,_color
film to be shown on March 15, 1972 in Hastings Formal lounge at 7:00 p.m. EXPLO '72, short for "Spiritual EXPLOSION" will be held June l 2-l 7th, 1972, in
Dallas, Texas, and is being sponsored by Campus Crusade for Christ International, headquartered in Arrow- .
head Springs, California.
Upwards to 100,000 college and high school stu-_
dents, lay men and women, and clergy are expected to
attend the Congress and be trained in how to share the
claims of Jesus Christ with others and how to experience the abundant Christian life.
Evangelist Billy Graham, Honorary Chairman for
EXPLO '72, describes the Congress in the film as what
"could be the most significant and historic student
gathering for our century". Graham and world Christian leaders will be major speakers at the weeklong
gathering.
The film describes the purpose, content, and potential impact of the six-day congerence. ~It also tells the
story of a movement of tens of thousands of Christians
who are carrying the claims of Jesus Christ to the
world. The New Folk, Campus Crusade's own musical
team, provide the film's background .music .
Campus Crusade is an interdenominational Christian
movement which was founded at UCLA in 1951 by a
young businessman named 13ill Bright. The organization functions today as an evangelistic arm of the local
church.
Campus Crusade is active on some 500 college and
high school campuses in the United States, as well as
in 44 foreign countries. The staff numbers more than
2,200.
Admission is free.

THE RIGHT LINE COND
the days of "I want a girl,just like the girl... ."
Health Music affects the listener, too. It's easier to
work out our own problems through someone·else's efforts. And sing along. We can easily play audio voyeurs and eavesdrop on other people working out their
neuroses. And some of ours surely overlap. This
Health Music has been called names from Freudian to
Fraudulant - but it's a music that camteach us something. Between Previn and Lennon, there are five albums to show for it. Might just be the perfect gift for
your parents' anniversary .

KLH Model 26
was $270 - now $230

SAVE$40
Und_oubtedly the ~st sound available at this price. It is
flexible, powerful and reliable. Come in to one of our
two stores; let the KLH performance verify our claims.

I,::::·. ,..... ,. . . .,
'•

* A trademark of KLH Research and Development Corp.

New England Music Co.

5

Maine's Leading Hi-Fidelity Dealer
109 Center Street, Portland, Telephone 772-2869
145-A Main Street, Waterville, Telephone 872-.5754

<r]ie Observer
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BILL WOOD, EX-MGR.
OF GFS:SFF

_.

I

from both state and federal governments to finance
these programs. What we do is we go around to the
high schools and the junior high schools in the area and
we have two basic talks. We can talk about film appreciation and show them a film like Laurel and Hardy
and tell them some of the history of making that film
and different techniques that are used in making that
film or we can take in our equipment and show them
how a 16mm film is run.
For instance, we did some programs at the Cape
Elizabeth Middle School and starting in two weeks we
will be doing a four-week program out there. They
have a film mini-course and they are making films. We
go in and give them technical assistance and general
procedures so as to help them in their course.
OBSERVER: Can you ·tell us about the Orson Welles
Film Festival which has just been completed?
WOOD: The Orson Welles Fe~tival cost $1300, $650
coming from SAC. We showed eleven of Welles twelve
films. It was very well attended despite bad weather in
some instances or other things whkh were going on.
As a result of the Welles Series, we're considering running a Sunday night International Film Series on the
Portland campus next year since the Portland students
have been very receptive to the Welles Festival.
OBSERVER: Are you hinting at something about the
Gorham crowds?
WOOD: The Gorham crowd, since it's mainly people
living on the Gorham campus , and they are relatively
in the same age group, they tend to dictate what kind
of movies they want to be shown, whereas in Portland
one can draw upon the whole city and the audiences
seem to be more appreciative of the Orson Welles Series than the people in Gorham. I don't mean to slight
anybody hy this.
OBSERVER: Do you see the Gorham Film: Society
merging with the Portland Film Society in the near
future?
WOOD: We've already merged. We had to because
when we passed in our appropriation to SAC, we had
to call it the Portland-Gorham Film Society. The people that man the films in Portland will be taking over
my position now as of March 15 and they will be responsible for managing the film programs·· or anything
the Portland-Gorham film society sponsors .
If there are films on the Gorham campus, they will
be, of course, lnternational _Films and the only other
films on the Gorham campus will have to be subsidized •
by the Student government and they will be free. the
Gorham Film Society is through and there are no plans
for films on the Gorham campus. There will be other
organizations like RSG that will sponsor them because
everybody's running around showing films. now.
OBSERVER: Who have been some of the people who
had been instrumental in building the GFS into a successful enterprise?
WOOD: The idea for the Gorham Film Society was

originally mentioned .to me by Mike Brulotte last year.
He and I were both students in Mr. Ubans films class.
Once the series got going Ray Lund who is also in Mr.
Ubans class and he did a tremendous job in printing up
all the tickets that we had for last year and doing all
the posters and publicity work and of course he also
helped me this past sem~ster. But now that he's graduated, married, and living in Saco, he's sort of retired
from the GFS. He's the person most responsible for
putting the Gorham Film Society where it is today. Of
course, last, but not least, is Juris Ubans who is an art
instructor at the college. He's been our advisor and has
given us a lot of help on setting up especially the Welles
Series, and helping to find a designer.
OBSERVER: Bill, why did you retire as Pres. of the
GFS?
WOOD: Because being manager of the Gorham Film
Society and especially the Welles Series takes a lot of
your time and now I want to go out and do some
things on my own. Now there are some poeple who
are eager to do it and I say, Why Not if they want to
run it. Let them.
OBSERVER: Is anybody doing a major film on either
campus right now?
WOOD: There are a lot of independent people who are
making film. The two people who are going to become
managers of the Portland-Gorham Film Society are
Matt Perry and Jock Milton, are presently making a
major film if that's what you want to call it.
OBSERVER: If people are interested in Films whom
should they contact?
WOOD: Otto Preminger or Charlie Chaplain. Seriously, if you are interested in films you should probably enroll in one ot the film courses next semester.
They will have the film appreciation course offered
again and also second semester they're going to have
the theatre appreciation course along with a course in
American Cinima. All these courses are being taught
by Juris Ubans.
OBSERVER: Do you have any additional comments?
WOOD: When the Gorham Film Society started last
year, there were no films shown on the Gorham cam- •
pus except for the International series. We were the
only people showing films for fifty cents. Becuase of
its success, other people are now showing films on this
campus. Not a week goes by when there aren't three
or four films.
In the futurt: the POGO Film Society will spend Jess
time promotfng film festivals and spend more time
making films or promoting films in the area since that's
a place that hasn't been tapped yet.
As far as sponsoring films, there are ' other groups
such as the Student Activities Board, who are more interested in d:ling that and we say more power to them .
Bill finished his interview by adding: "There is no
truth to the rumor that Kate Smith is coming here with
Fess Parker.

Survival
Club

. Yes, there are a lot of
good reasons for wotnen
to quit stnoking.
OBSERVER: Bill, what is the GFS and what was its
purpose in being formed?
WOOD: The Gorham Film Society was formed to promote the idea of films on the campus and we do this
namly by sponsoring film festivals and the money that
we make from that goes to halep young film m!J.kers
sponsor the movies that they're making.
OBSERVER: What has the GFS done in terms of ser•
vice for the students of UMPG this year?
WOOD: First semester we showed a film just about
every Monday night for 50 cents--(Where else can you
go and see a top-notch film for fifty cents.) We also
provided to any student that was interested , or needed
it , and who could run them, equiptment for them to
make films. We also did the Orson Welles Films. I'd
also like to thank the Student Affairs Committee for
their generous donation of $650 to make the Orson
Welles Festival possible.
OBSERVER: Are you trying to reach out into the
community by presenting film programs and other
similar programs to some of the various schools in
Southern Maine?
WOOD: Yes, we do have a program and we're trying
to . expand it riglit now, in faft we're ~sking for money

The Environmental Survival
Club meets Tuesday at two o' •
clock in the Portland Student Union for the purpose of organizing projects for the semester.
All mterested people are invited
to attend.

Fmdyours.
) That "Smoke Pretty" ad makes me furious . Whoever made
that up knows where the money is - fewer women than men are
· quitting. But they won't get rich over my dead body.
(
) I want to be a teacher. How can I discourage kids from
smoking when I smoke?
(
) I know my father's been trying to quit. How can he with
me still puffing away?
(
) I want to wake up feeling fresh and clean again. I've had it
with nicotine hang-over in the mornings.
(
) The thing .that appeals to me most is: If you quit for good,
in most cases it can be as if you never smoked.
(
) Somewhere in the back of my head I've been nursing the
illusion that smoking is really only dangerous for men. I've just
seen the latest statistics. The death rate for women who smoke
is more than 20% higher than for women who don't. We've come·a
long way baby, but I'm not going any further.
Now all you need is help and encouragement. Send a postcard
today to: Women and Smoking, Rockville, Md. 20852. And we'll
send some free booklets to help and encourage you.
U.S. Department of Health , Education. and Welfare.
This space contributed as a public service.

Business Manager Wanted
Salary Availahle---$250.00
Apply in observer office
student center, gorham.
See Paul Whitmore for details ...
SOLERI soleri SOLERI
tonight tonight tonight tonight

7:30 7:30 7:30 7:30
l0B !OB l0B l0B !OB

1

classifieds ...
any kind of ad you want...we'II list and rerun it three (3) weeks in a row and keep it on
file for reference in the of_fice .....
FOR SALE:
.
Elcheepo 1964 Chevy Impala Conv. Greecer Car
Mag Wheels, Sticlt shift, runs real fine, almost no rust,
for only $250.00 of your harp earned dope money.
Call: 799-4717 ask for Gordon.

PHI MU DELTA
TO CELEB,RATE

a

Mu Delta welcomes all to our St. Patrick's Day
celebrations to be held Thursday, March 16 at the
house. There will be 8 kegs on hand to help everyone
swing into the spring vacation mood. Admissions will
be only - (and this is a reduced special for your own
.enjoyment) - $2.00 per person and $3 .00 per couple.
Remember! All are welcome!
On April 9, 1972, Phi Mu Delta will co-sponsor a party with Omega Zeta Chi at the student lounge. More .
details will be on hand later.
Our congradulations to the 9 new Phi Mu Delta
pledges! They are Rick Wilson , Bob Foley , Larry Fontaine , Arthur Whipple, Steve Mosley , Frank Pru, Roger
Plante, Milt Truman, and Bob Pontbriande.

Kl\E ANNOUNCES
NEW PLEDGES
Kappa Delta Epsilon sorority began its spring rush on
March 1 with a party in Hastings Formal. 20 perspective pledges attended the affair. The girls were given an
intorduction to the sorority and its functions by President Donna Ramsdell and Secretary Carol Rumery. A
social hour followed with refreshments. On March 6 a
Popcorn Party was hiM in 3½ Hastings lounge with 20
rushees present. The rushees and sisters made Easter
cards and baskets for the nursing homes in the area.
On March 8 a regular meeting was held with the rushees invited . During the week of March 13 the sorority
will be selling stationary in Bailey Hall and the Cafeteria with the Dining Center pictured on the front. Af.
ter vacation, a food sale will be held. We will also be
selling crafts made by the retarded children from Camp
Waban, all procedes going to Special Olympics. This
week the sisters also received new jackets and T-shirts.
On March 13 the Ribboning ceremony will be held in
the President's Dining Room for 17 new pledges. The
new pledges are Linda Rackliff, Mary Sharkey, Cathy
Huges, Pat Seigler, Jean Montesano, Sylvia Jones, Jean
Hopkins , Ginnie Gooch, Faye Godfrey , Sue Sherman,
Donna Veilleux, Barbara Peters, Becky Larkin, Ruth
Ellen Clark, Sue Landry·, Jan Caron, and Ruth Percival. All the sisters are looking forward to this large
pledge class and wish all the pledges "good luck" !

Vor-tland

vw

Rotary District *779 will select three students to receive Rotary Foundation Awards covering an all ex~
The UMPG Radio Station needs to know what type pense paid year of study abroad. Candidates must be
of programs YOU want to hear next Fall when we start both outstanding students and potential ambassadors
broadcasting.
·
Give your program suggestions to: Hal Bergesol), of good will. One award will be for graduate study,
AV Dept., Larry Jacobs, 105 Woodwaqd Hall, -01 any one ·at the undergraduate level, and one fo r a teacher
Radio Station Personnel.
·
ALSO ... Still many openings for personnel who wish to who has had at least two years of experience in teaching the handicapped. Rotarians, or a relative of a rowork with the UMPG Radio Station
tarian by blood or marriage , are excluded.
Interested applicants may obtain information about
Cat Mousam Journal is no# accepting contributions for_
its third issue-prose poetry, art, photographs, etc. The the Rotary Foundation Program from any Rotary Club .
,-tfice is in the Student Center in Gorham...
·
For sale: KLH Stereo, model eleven with dustcover
$220 new - asking $100 Call: 797-7034
Join the Gorham Young Democrats help elect Sen.
Muskie the next President of the United States.
Con tact: Larry Jacobs

Experienced Mechanics

Tryouts for " Laronde': by Arthur Snitzler today at
3 p.m. in Luther Bonney Auditorium. If you are unable to attend, contact Tom Power, Bill Steele, or Al Diamond.

105 Woodward Hall

Will sell used text books on consignment. Second
Hand Shop 2a Pine St., (Longfellow Sq.)

The Registrar's Office has received only 300 applications for May and August degrees! Somewhere, there
are another 500 candidates. If you are going to graduate in May or August, please go to the Registrar's Office on either campus and complete an application for
a degree.
· Seniors are reminded that only those students who
will have completed degree requirements at the en9 of
the Spring Semester will be on the May commencement program.

Portland Gym Free Play Schedule during Spring
Vacation:
Mon. - Fri., March 20-24: 9:00 a.m. . 5:00 p.m.
Sat. March 25: 1: 00 p.m. ·. 5: 00 p.m.
Sun. March 26: 1: 00 p.m. - 5: 00 p.m.
Gorham Gym will be closed during vacation.

KDE will be selling French-fold stationary with an
etching of the Student Dining Center on the front for
its annual Scholarship Fund. We will be in Bailey Hall
on Monday & Wednesday and in the cafeteria from 4-6
p.m. on Tues. and Thursday.
·

ATTENTION---

Law Sch_ooJ Applicants!
The deadline for registration for the Law School
Admission Test to be given on Saturday, April 8,
1972 is MARCH 17. Students anticipating taking the
test in April should see me as soon as possible for the
application material. (A fresh supply of application
kits has just arrived).
Professor H. Draper Hunt
422 Luther Bonney Hall
Portland Campus
Office Hours: T 2.J
W 10-11
and by appointment, Extension 237 .

50.000 JOBS
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
CAREER OPPORTUNITY
PROGRAMS
The National Agency Of Student Employment Has Recently
Completed A Nationwide Research Program Of Jobs Available To
College Students And Graduates During 1972. Catalogs ,Which
Fully Describe These Employment Positions /1/v:Jy Be Obtained As
Follows:

,,

( )

Catalog of Summer and Career Positions Available
Throughout the United States .in Resort Areas,
National Corporations, and Regional Employment
Centers. Price $3.00.
·

( )

Foreign Job Information Catalog Listing Over 1,000
Employment Positions Available in /1/v:Jny Foreign Countries. Price $3.00.

( )

SPECIAL: Both of the Above Combined Catalog~ With.
A Recommended Job Assignment To Be Selected For
You. Please State Your Interests. Price $6 1 00.

~epair-

All Work Guarenteed

The Portland-Gorham chapter of Maine State Employees Association will meet Wednesday evening,
March 15, at 8:00 p.m. in the Faculty Conference
Room, Bailey Hall, Gorham. Mr. David Carrievale,
MSEA representative, has been invited to attend.

10% Off if you bring this ad

National Agency of Student Employment
Student Services Division
#35 Erkenbrecher
Cincinnati, Ohio 45220 '

178 Washington Avenue
Portland
772-1121
/

hockey team 8 to 6. It wasn't a well played game by
most hockey standards, but after one season comprised
of 7 games, the UMPG sextet can be proud for what
they have started. In completing a 3 wins, 3 losses , and
one tie season . the POGO's can be proud when they
consider 12 of tile 18 players had never played organized hockey before. They can be proud that next
year they will be competing in Division III of the
ECAC intercollegiate hockey program. And they can
be proud what this may be the beginning of a sport
that the student body can get excited about and involved in. Ask the one hundred fans who went' to
Bowdoi~ Wednesday night. Ask the brothers of Phi
Mu Delta or Tau Kappa Epsilon who have followed and
supported the team in large numbers.
The pressure began· early Wednesday when at game
time only 5 of UMO's players had
showed up by game .
I
time. Finally an half hour late , because of bad weather, the game got underway. ~ike Hogan playing his
last game as senior put UMPG'ahead quickly after receiving a pass from Rusty Winters. UMO ca.me back
with a goal by Roger Thereault at their 4 minute mark.
Rusty and Mike then reversed roles as Rusty put a neat
backhand passed goalie Saucier.
Jim M.orrison, playi_ng his fi n al game after a very long
collegiate hockey career, put his first of four goals in at
the 7: 53 ma rk. Morrison countered agai n 4 minutes late r to make it 4-1 a.mi then Damon Wlli te scored for
UMO to make it 4-2. In the secon d period a goal by
Morrison and Winters made it 6-4 wi th Wllite and Skip
Wood scoring fo r UMO.
In the third period Jim Morrison and Waring Stea rn;
picked up the fi nal goals fo r UMPG while Fred Gilbert
and Wllite got the last goals for UMO. Don Holden
picked up his third assist fo r the game on Morrison's
fourth goal. Gary Munsen was ca.lied to make 14 saves·
in the game and with the help of defensemen'Tom Patterson, Dusty Rhoades, Bob Pontbriand, and Don Dufres ne h ad a fairly easy time as compared with other

UM-PG SKIERS
FINISH THIRD.
IN CONFERENCE
The UMPG Varsity Ski Team concluded its season
last week by parti::ipating in the NESCAC Conference
Championship at Burke Mountain in Vermont. The
Championship decided _on the basis of three races was
won by Johnson State College with a total of 297.04
points. Others in order of finish were:
U. of M. at Farmington
290.30
Plymouth State College
· 285.97
l:JMPG
281.51
Lyndon State College
281.37
Keene State College
274.36
Castleton State College
246.79
UMPG's . overall record for the season was 13 wins
and 14 losses. Included were wins over Bowdoin , Col- ·
by, Farmington and Thomas College in this state as
well as Lyndon, Kee ne, and Cas tle ton.
The most consistent performe rs for UMPG th rough ou t the season were Seniors Dan Stearns, Jeff Coffin,
and 1972 M.V.P. and team captain Bob Gilman.
Stearns was the in dividual winner in two importan t
races, during the season and Coffin led the team to its
4th place fin ish in the Cham pi onshi ps by placing in the
top IO in 2 of the races. Gilman fa iling to fi nish in only I race was the most consistent team scorer.
Fresh men Peter Mari on an d Frank Proul x showed
steady improvemen t ove r the season an d between the m
cont ributed a num ber of high scoring finishes .
Other skiers on the 7 1-72 squad we re Tom Morrill
and Tom Tufts, bo th plagued by injuries; Pat Perkin s
and Dan Gifford .

INTRAMURAL SPORTS
TO RESUME PLAY
THIS -·WEEK
'ltis has been a slow week fo r int ramural sports here
on the Gorham campus . There \Sa lag between the end
of bas ketball season and the beginning of badminton ,
volleyball , and table te nnis doubles.
_
Last year's badminton champion Paul Whitmore is
entered in the competition once again _but will face
_ strong opposition from his own Grand Cosm os team
members, L·ns Jonassen and Chuck Andre. Also tough
to beat will be the Wings Randy Judkins and independent Nelson Judd. If the Faculty enters any competition the y will also be strong.
In volleyball the three toughest teams appear to be
TKE, the Faculty and Grand Cosmos as they were last
yea r. TKE will be led by Kirk Damborg and will once
again have the services of Ron Young. TI1e Faculty
will again be strong with Juris Ubans, Donnie Thomas
and Joey Bouchard formin g a strong front-line . Grand
Cosmos will be beacled by Harry Clifford and Tom ·
W!l_eeler.
In table tennis doubles Lance Merrifield and Tom
Plummer are safe bets to retain the ·championship
which they. won last .y·ear. Principle challengers will be
the team of Randy Judkins - Dick Blouin and the
team of Dave McKenzie - Greg Herbert . ,,
In the oyerall standings TKE padq,ed its lead as. the
number one· team with an undefeated basketball season . Grand Cosmos remained second losing only twice
in basketball , both times to TKE. Grand Cosmos must
get hot in a hurry· !f they are_to overtake 'fKE bec;ause .
they are graduall y _slip"ping ·out of s--triking distan·½e ancj ·
their hopes for an unprecedented third straight inframural championship are growing dim . After grand Cosmos in second place , there is a mad rush for positions
with :Delta Chi , Hogs , Phi Mu Delta Patriots and Phi
Mu Delta Jets all fighting for that number three position. Standings through basketball , complete with
point totals will be available next week.·

a

games.

GIRLS WIN AGAIN
In its final regular sea.son game, UMPG's women's
varsity Basketball team emerged vict orious 48 to 44
over Colby College last Tuesday on the home court.
The game appeared to be another easy mark for
UMPG in the first half as the home team led by 18
· points at the intermission. The third quarter proveda
different ball game , however, as Colby applied a strong
pressure defense to contain the home team to a mere
6 pts. while they capitalized on our mistakes to rack
up 21 points and come within 3 at the end of the quarter. But UMPG managed to keep pace in the final
quarter to save the win and close out the season with
an impressive 8 and 1 record.
. The J.V.'s also played their final game on Tuesday
against St. Francis College and posted a big win 59-31
to give them a 2-1 record for the year. UMPG took an
early lead and while St. Francis· managed to stay in the
game for three quarters, the pace proved too much for
them as the home team piled up 25 points in the
fourth quarter. Freshman Anna Littlefield led all the
scoring with 18 points.
Badminton also closed out its season with a win against Colby (2-I) to give the team an even record· of
2 wins and 2 losses. Taking both singles matches, it
was Betty Rowan over Barbara Badger (11-0, 6-11,
11 -2) anrl Sylvia Jones over Judy Gundel (11-1 , 11-7).
In doubles play , Colby's team of Cris Miller and Joyce
Ashley defeated Julie DeLaite and Peggy McAdams
(I 5-8, 15-2).

POGO SLASHES UMO 85 IN HOCKE·Y FINALE
For

~hose student s who decided the y could fo rego
supper Wednesday night , they had a first ever serving
o f UMO io the hands of UMPG. In the first eve r competition against Oro:10,_the POGO's defeated their club

out of 12 races for the year and took the first place
salom honors in the New England small college meet
at Bridgton. Gilman pfaced second in 5 races this season and third in the remaining 5.
Varsity letters were awarded to members of this
year's ski team by Coach Ron Cole. Receiving letters
were: Jeff Coffin, South Casco; Dan Gifford, Waterville; Robert Gilman, Rumford; Peter Marion , Westbrook ; Tom Morrill , Portland; Patrick Perkins, Gorham ; Frank Proulx , Lewiston; Dan Stearns, Lewiston
and Tom Tufts, Kingfield.
Varsity basketball letters awarded by Coach Dick
Sturgeon went to: Robert Bradbury, Providence, R.1.;
Roland Dufort. Wells; Michael Lavigne, Brunswick;
Kevin Lecuyer, Worcester, Mass.; Jay Lamont, Bath;
Fay Morrill, Rockland; Philip Page, Nobleboro ; Jeffrey Scott, Houlton ; Richard Simonds, Cumberland;
Dave Tamulevich, Brockton, Mass:; statistician, Richard Bray , Bucksport; managers, Larry Leone, Portland
and Greg Jordan, South Portland.
Freshman basketball letters awarded by Coach Joey
Bouchard went to: Chuck Andre, Ridgewood, NJ.;
Andy Berube, Falmouth; Jim Baillargeon, Old Town;
Ron Harmon, Buxton; Art Gaffer, Bennett Luja, both
of Portland ; Gabriel Williamson, South Portland; Robert Foley, Kittery; Ken Hyde, Mt. Desert; manager,
Nelson Judd, Turner; statisticians, Linda Kirkjian,
Dedham, Mass.; Judy Wallace, Gray.

BASE-BALL
SC~EDULE 1972
Apr. 6
Apr . 7
Apr. 8
Apr. 9
Apr. 15
Apr. 18
Apr. 2 1
Apr. 22
Apr. 24
Apr. 26
Apr. 29
May 1
May 3
May 4
May 6
May 9
May 11

Quinnipiac
New Haven
Farleigh Dickinson
Eastern Connecticut (2)
I
Lynd on State College (2)
St. Francis College (2)
Johnson State College
Castleton State College (2)
.Salem State College
Keene State College (2)
Ea.stern Connecticut (2)
Rhode Island College (2)
Plymouth State College
Nasson College
St. Joseph 's College (2)
U of Mat Farmington (2)
Husson College (2)

Away
Away
Away
Away
Home
Home
Away
Away
Home
Home*
Away * .
Home*
Away
Away
Away
Home
Away

Coach: Joey Bouchard
Home Games: Gorham campus
* conference games

gorl'
What's

your next
de.Pinition,

Malaria-

A disease charact.erized
by periodic chills

~!lowed bu ~ever
and sweating.

Gort'?

Automobile Air ConditioningOkay.'
Next?...

A luxury characterized
f?y periodic chills
• followed bu Pever
_and _swea1;ing.

BRADB.UR~ GILMAN
SHARE MVP AWARD
&bert Bradbury and Robert Gilman shared the
·' Most Valuable Player" spotlight last night (Thursday ,
March 9) at the winter Athleti"c Banquet held on the
Gorham campus of the University of Maine at Portland-Gorham.
Rubert Bradbury. a junior from Providence, R.I. , received the award fo r his efforts in basketball this past
season . He averaged 8 points per game and led the
team in rebounding with an average .of 12 per game.
Bradbury . 6 '3" , also led the team i~ steals and had a
53 percent fi eld go al average .
Rob~rt Gilman , a senior fr om Rumfo rd , was singled
out_for his perform_ance _in skiing. He competed in 11

Anopheles mosquito .:..
The gods' answer

to

the P.90r m_an's prayer
o.P owning an

air-conditioned
automobile.

8

1

